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Southside and Northside Headquarters for The Famous

New Perfection and Puritan Oil Cook Stoves
With wood and coal and gas at the present almost prohibitive prices, these stoves will save their cost in a few months by the fuel cost saving.
The Perfection features the long blue chimney, 'giving complete combustion and even, intense heat.
The Puritan is the best short drum stove on the market today.
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Why Pay

Oil Stoves
The

sell and recommend Puritan and Perfection Oil
Stoves because we have found they possess a minimum of troublesome features. Practical- - a standardized oil stove, it is always possible to get parts.
Many an oil stove finds its way to the junk pile because the owner cannot buy wicks or burners. The
AVe
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New

enecnon
A clean, comfortable kitchen
all year 'round

00k Stove

manufacturer, possibly having quit business or discontinued making that particular kind of stove.
Puritan and Perfection stoves are long past the experimental stage. They are a tried and tested success, you do not speculate when you buy them.

with the long blue chimney .burns Pearl Oil (Kero

With a good oil cookstove and Pearl

sene) at .a fraction of gas cost

Oil you will cook in comfort all year

Every drop of oil is converted into clean intense heat

'round. Gives all the convenience of
gas, without the dust and dirt of coal
or wood. Bakes, broils, roasts, toasts
economically.

by the long chimney.
The spot'ess, smokeless, odorless heat is forced di
rectly against the hottom o the cooking vessel, giv

:

Lights at the touch of a match. No

ing maximum efficiency.

waiting for fires to come up, no unnecessary work, no waste. Concentrates a steady heat on the cooking
leaving the kitchen cool and comfort-

Burners are made of fine brass, insuring long wear.
and safety from burning out.

able.

Pearl Oil, the Standard Oil Company's kerosene, is a most convenient
and economical fuel. Easy to handle.
It is refined and
by our special process which removes the impuri-- .

iritan

re-refi- ned

Itove

ties. It is clean burning.
Pearl Oil is for sale in bulk by dealty
ers everywhere. It is the same
kerosene as the Pearl Oil sold
in
cans. There is a saving by buying in bulk. Order by name
high-quali-

is a quality companion to the New Perfection, for
,
those who prefer a short drum stove.

for-
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Pearl Oil

the year

We recommend New Perf sc Hon
and Puritan Oil Cookstovcs

'round.

HEAT AND LIGHT
At the Sign of the
v

Dog,

Telephone 1634

Watch For The
Y ellow Wagons
They Deliver Pearl Oil
Red Crown Gasoline

Lubricating Oils and Greases

Pots and Pans
Kitchen slavery is unnecessary as well as harmful.
The Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet is a kitchen system
it simplifies every kitchen task, making work that
is drudgery the old way, a pleasant task the new
way. No kitchen is completely modern without a
Hoosier. The price is easy, and easier terms can
be arranged.

The

(KEROSENE)

Everything in Hardware.
17 East Washington

Don't Be a Slave to

five-gall- on

Either stove insures you cooking comfort for the
summer season and cooking economy

HOOSIER

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(CALIFORNIA)

Dorris-Heyma-

n

Furniture Company
First and Adams

At Our Store

You Will Find a Large and Complete Line of

COOK STOVES
PERFECTION
Also Wicks and Parts for Perfection and Puritan Cook Stoves
Come to Headquarters for All Gils, or1 Let Us Come to You

Wilkey-Phone 1887

W

artman Oil Co.

145 W. Jefferson

Opposite Court House

